We consider the problem of labeling connected components in a gray-scale image so that every component is connected, the maximum difference in the gray-scale values of the pixels within any component does not exceed a given value, and no component can be merged with a neighboring component. We develop two asymptotically optimal 0(n) time algorithms for generating such labelings on a mesh-connected computer when the image is mapped onto the mesh with one pixel per processor. The first algorithm operates directly on the image and is based on a divide-and-conquer approach. Although it is simple, it has the potential drawback of possibly assigning two adjacent pixels with the same gray-scale value to different components. The second algorithm avoids this potential drawback. It works wit.h a graph representation of the image and it allows larger components to be formed from smaller ones by taking into account properties and characteristics of the smaller components.
Introduction
Determining the connected components of a digitized picture is a fundamental problem in image processing and computer vision. Most previous work on connectivity focused on different forms of connectivity for binary images (c.f., [5, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18] and references contained therein). Real applications produce gray-scale images and a standard practice is to transform gray-scale images into binary images through thresholding. Relevant and crucial information is often lost during thresholding. In this paper, we consider definitions and algorithms for gray-scale connectivity. We introduce a definition of connectivity for gray-scale images that (i) allows pixels in the same component to have different gray-scale values with respect to certain input parameters and (ii) requires components to satisfy a maximal property.
Given this definltion of connectivity, we present two asymptotically optimal algorithms to solve the gray-scale component labeling problem on the mesh archltecture. The mesh architecture is well-suited for solving problems on images. Further, since transporting algorithms designed for other architectures onto the mesh generally leads to inefficient algorithms, the design of parallel algorithms tailored towards the mesh architecture remains an important task in parallel processing. We assume that the input is an n x n gray-scale image mapped one pixel per processor onto an n Xn mesh-connected computer. In addition to the image, we are given two input parameters, the range pammeter f: and the adjacency parameter o. Our algorithms label the components so that • every component is connected,
• the maximum difference in the gray-scale values of the pixels within any component does not exceed the range parameter E, and
• no component can be merged with a neighboring component.
Our two algorithms have significantly different characteristics. The algorithm presented in Section 2 is a divide-and-conquer algorithm. It determines the components directly from the image, where the combining of subsolutions is of a systolic nature. The algorithm is relatively straightforward and simple, but has two potential drawbacks. First, it can assign two adjacent pixels with the same gray-scale value to dlfferent components. Secondly, components get merged in a greedy fashion and this does not allow for incorporating decisions on merging components according to properties other than the range parameter. The alga· rithm presented in Section 4 avoids these potentially undesirable features and allows more flexibility on how components get merged. This second algorithm does not work with the image. Instead, it works with a graph representation of the image. It exploits the ability of the mesh to efficiently determine a special type of independent set of a planar graph, as presented in Section 3. The algorithm presented in Section 3 is also an essential building block for designing optimal mesh algorithms for solving the maximal independent set and the 5-coloring problem for planar graphs. These results are described in an Appendix.
The remainder of this introductory section gives the definitions used throughout the paper. Let D be an n X n gray-scale digitized picture. Without loss of generality, we assume n = 2 k . Each pixel D(i,j) can take on values [0, .. . ,g], where g~c1ogn, for some constant c. The values represent shades of gray, with 0 representing white (Le., the background color), and g representing black. Using the definition of 4-connectivity, we say that pixel D(i,D has four neighbors, namely, D(i + l,j), D(i -l,j), D(i,j + 1), and D(i,j -1), assuming they exist. If two neighboring pixel x and y contain non-zero values whose difference is at most 0, then x and yare a-adjacent. Recall that the adjacency parameter 0 is given as input. A (connected) component V is a set of pixels of D such that for all pairs of pixels PI,P2 E U, there exists a path PI = Xl, x2, ... , Xk = P2 of pixels such that Xi E U, 1~i :::; k, k :::; n 2 , and Xi and xi+! are a-adjacent in D, 1 :::; i :::; k -1. We define the range of U to be R(V) = [au,b u ]' where au is the minimum value, and bu is the maximum value, among the pixels in U. Given the range parameter E:, we say that a component V is valid if and only if b u -au :::; E:. A solution to the gray· scale component labeling problem assigns a label to every non-zero pixel so that each set of pixels with the same label is a valid component. Observe that in a valid labeling we have 0 :::; Eo Furthermore, the labeling has to satisfy the maximal propertYi i.e., no valid component can be merged with a neighboring valid component to form a (larger) valid component.
Our definition of connectivity for gray-scale images does not result in unique labelings. For example, Figure 1 shows two possible maximallabelings for a given 8 x 8 image. The algorithm described in Section 4 uses this feature ofthe definition to its advantage. Whenever the algorithm has a choice in how to merge components, it can use properties and characteristics of the components to be merged to guide the decision-making process. Notice that our definition of connectivity is more meaningful in some situations than others. As in the case of thresholding, for certain images relevant information may not be represented in the connected components generated.
The model of computation used in this paper is the mesh-connected computer. The (2dimensional) mesh-connected computer (mesh) of size n 2 is an SIMn machine with n 2 simple processing elements (PEs) arranged in a square lattice. For all i,j E[O,.. . ,n -1], let Pi,j represent the PE in row i and column j. Processor Pi.,j is connected via bidirectional unittime communication links to its four neighbors, Pi-I,j, Pi+I,j, Pi,j-I, and Pi,HI, assuming they exist. Each PE has a fixed number of registers (words), each of size 0 (log n), and can perform standard arithmetic and Boolean operations on the contents of these registers in 3 [ unit time. Each PE can also send or receive a word of data to or from each of its neighbors in unit time. Each PE contains its row and column indices, as well as a unique identification register, the contents of which is initialized to the PE's row-major index, shuffled row-major index, snake-like index, or proximity order index [11] . (H necessary, these values can be generated in 0(n) time.)
The communication diameter of a mesh of size n 2 is 0(n), as can be seen by examining the dlstance between PEs in opposite corners of the mesh. This means that if a PE in one corner of the mesh requires data from a PE in another corner of the mesh at some time during an algorithm, then Q(n) is a lower bound on the running time of the algorithm.
Since we assume that the input is such that processor Pi,j contains pixel D(i,j), it is easy to see that, based on the communication diameter, the problem considered in this paper has a lower bound of Q(n) on the running time.
In this paper, we will frequently use B(n) time standard mesh operationssllch as sorting, random access read, random access write, compression, and parallel prefix. The reader is referred to [10, 11, 13, 14, 20] , and the references contained therein, for complete descriptions, algorithms, and analyses of these operations.
2 A Divide-and-Conquer Algorithm
In this sectioD 1 we present our divide-and-conquer algorithm for solving the gray-scale component labeling problem. We first describe a 0(nlogn) time algorithm which is based on TOW operations. (Note that existing meshes, such the Connection Machine CM·2, are often designed to exploit such operations.) We then show how to obtain, through minor modifications of this algorithm, an optimal 0(n) time algorithm. Both algorithms determine a maximal labeling by merging maximalla.belings of subimages in 0(1og n) iterations.
The 0(nlogn) time algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, every row i of the mesh determines, in 0(n) time, a maximal gray-scale labeling faT the pixels in row i, o~i ::; n -1. This is done using a greedy strategy processing the pixels from left to right.
A pixel is included into the currently formed component~long as validity is maintained. Otherwise, a new component is initialized. In order for the second phase of the algorithm to work correctly, we require that the component numbers assigned in different rows are distinct. This can easily be achieved by using, for example, the indices of the processors as the component numbers. At the end of this first phase, every non-zero pixel knows its row-restricted component number and range.
The second phase merges the maximallabelings obtained for the n rows in log2 n stages, with each stage taking 0(n) time. During the i-th stage, we use the information about components having pixels in rows 2 i j -2 i -1 -1 and 2 i j -2'-1 to determine a maximal labeling for the image induced by the pixels in the 2 i rows having indices 2;j _2 i , 2 i j _2 i +1, ... , 2 i j -1, 1 ::; j ::; n/2 i , 1 ::; i ::; log2 n. We refer to the labeling generated by stage i as the i-restricted labeling. ( At the end of the left-to-right scan, the processor in row r (resp. T +1) and column c contains the correct component and range information when only the entries in the first c columns are taken into account.
2.
A rlght-to-left scan which processes the (updated) pairs in rows rand r+ 1 from right to left and generates the correct component and range information for rows T and r + 1. In order to ensure the correctness of the left-to-right scan, the timing is done as follows. Assume the left-to-right scan is initiated at processor Pr,o at time t. Then, the left-to-right scan is active in processor Pr,r: at time t +2c; Le., it moves to the right every second time unit. When the left-to-right scan is active in processor Pr,c, it may initiate an update process which moves to the right ahead of the left-to-right scan; Le., an update process moves one processor to the right at every time unit. This timing ensures that by the time the left-toright scan reaches column c, all update processes initiated in columns 0,1, ... , c -1 have already been incorporated into the information stored in the pair at column c. An example is given in Figure 2 for € = 6. Figure 2 (a) shows an initial labeling in rows T and T + 1;
Figure 2(b) shows the labels and ranges in these two rows after the left-to-right scan, and Figure 2 (c) shows the labels after the right-to-Ieft scan.
We now give a complete description of the merging process performed during the i-th iteration of our 0(nlogn) time algorithm. The contents of processors Pr,c and Pr+!,c are as described above.
Algorithm 1: Merging process during the i-th iteration Input: An (i -1)-restricted labeling, as well as the integer i, 1 ::; i ::; log2 n. Output: An i-restricted labeling. I [3, 9] [ 5, 8] \ 4444 ""'---'" I [7, 10] [ 6, 9] [5,8] [6, 9] 
t____ [4, 6] (a) Initial labeling and ranges of the components. .l-\ / \-1 111 333 33333
I [3, 9] 
(c) Labeling and ranges after the right-to-left scan. * Processors Pr,c and P r + 1 ,(' each record that a merge was initiated and that label C' has been changed to label C.
* Initiate a broadcast of the update records to the right, so that they are available to processors Pr,cH and Pr+1,c+I, T = 2 i j_2 i -1 _l, I $ j ::; n/2 i , at time t' +1. At time t' +1, processors P r ,c+l and Pr+I,cH use this information to update their pairs, as appropriate, and then continue passing the update records to the right, until they reach the rightmost processor in the row.
(2) Right-to-Ieft scan The right-to-Ieft scan is initiated after the termination of the left-to-right scan, i.e., after the left-to-right scan has processed the information in column n -1. Every processor Pr,c or P r + 1 ,c that recorded the initiation of a merge, generates a merge
where C~ld represents the component label in processor PrH,c just before the merge (i.e., at the beginning of time t'). The merge record is thus identical to the update record generated by that processor. The right-to-Ieft scan consists of a right to left row rotation during which the merge records are passed to the left in lockstep fashion. So, every processor Pr,c (and PrH,d will see every merge record generated, in order; i.e., those merge records generated in Pr,cH, P r ,c+2, ..., Pr,n-l (resp., Pr+l,c+l, Pr+I,c+2, ..., Pr+l,n-l) as they "flow" through. A processor Pp,c, where p = T +1 or p = T, containing the pair (C, [a, b] ) and receiving a merge record (Crn , C:", [am' b m ]) from processor P p ,c+1 executes the following before passing the merge record on to processor Pp,c-l.
IT C = C:n, then update the (e, [a, bJ) +-(C m , [am,b m ]).
(3) Broadcast Broadcast the triples (Corig,C, [u,b] ), where Corig represents the original label in a processor at the beginning of iteration i, and where C and [a, b] represent the label and the range at termination of iteration i, respectively, to the appropriate rectangular subimage. Every processor containing a pixel currently belonging to Corig obtains the triple (Cor;g, C, [a, b] ) and performs the necessary updates to its record.
(4) End (Algorithm 1)
It is easy to see that both scans (i.e., steps (1) and (2)) are completed in 0(n) time. A 0(n) time random access read can be used to perform the broadcasting step. Hence, the i-th iteration of the second phase runs in 0(n) time and the overall running time of the algorithm is as claimed. Theorem 1 Given an n X n digitized gmy-scale image stored one pixel per processor in a mesh of size n 2 , the gray-scale component labeling pI'oblem can be solved in 0(n log n) time. D We next describe how the algorithm can be modified to run in 0(n) time. We still use a divide-and-conquer strategy. We initialize every pixel to be a component by itself with its gray-scale value being its range. Then, instead of merging adjacent rows, we merge subsquares. The algorithm proceeds in stages, where at each stage disjoint subimages are merged into subimages twice their size. At the k-th stage disjoint subimages of size 21.:-1 x 2/.:-1 are merged into subirnages of size 21.: x 2/.:, as follows. Perform a horizontal merge between the northern 2/':-1 x 2/':-1 western quadrant, and its neighboring 2 k -1 X2 k -1 eastern quadrant. Simultaneously, perform a horizontal merge between the southern pairs of quadrants. The result of this horizontal merge are two labeled 21.: x 21.:-1 subimages. The horizontal merge is followed by a single vertical merge, which merges the two 21.: x 2 k -1 subimages just generated into a subimage of size 2/.: X 21.:. The merges use the merging scheme described for the 0(nlogn) time algorithm and are thus completed in 0(21.:) time.
Therefore, the running time of stage k is 0(21.:), and the running time of the algorithm obeys the recurrence T(n 2 ) = T(n 2 j4) +0(n), which is 0(n).
Theorem 2 Given an n X n digitized gray-scale image store one pixel per processor in a mesh of size n 2 , the gray-scale connected component problem can be solved in optimaI0(n) time. 0 In both the 0(n log n) and the 0(n) time algorithms, two o-adjacent pixels with the same gray-scale value can be assigned to different valid components. (Notice that the 0(nlogn) time algorithm can only assign adjacent pixels with the same gray-scale value to different components when the pixels are in the same column.) In the next two sections, we describe a graph-based algorithm for solving the gray-scale component labeling problem that avoids this property.
Algorithms for Finding Independent Sets
Our second algorithm for solving the gray·scale component labeling problem relies on an algorithm for finding a large independent set of a planar graph. In this section, we give the necessary graph theoretical terms and definitions, as well as our large independent set algorithm.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. Let Nand M denote the number of vertices and the number of edges of G, respectively. The subgrapb of G induced by a subset S~V is the graph consisting of the vertices in S and the edges of G that have both end vertices
For a subset 5~V, we use N (5) to denote the set of the vertices that aTe not in 5, but are neighbors of vertices in S; Le.,
An independent set of G is a subset I~V such that no two vertices in J are adjacent to each other. A maximal independent set (MIS) of G is an independent set I of G such that there exists no independent set of G that properly includes I. A k-coloring of G is an assignment of a color to each vertex of G such that (i) no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same color, and (ii) a total of k COIOTS are used. Notice that if a Ie-coloring of Gis given, then the set of the vertices with the same color is an independent set of G. Hence, a k-coloring of G is equivalent to a partition of V into k disjoint independent sets. Let 6. = .6.(G) denote the maximum degree of G. If.6. ::; c, for a fixed constant c independent of N, then G is a bounded degree graph. First, we present an algorithm for constructing a .6. +1 coloring of a bounded degree graph G. Then, we describe an algorithm for finding a maximal independent set of G using a 6. +1 coloring of G. This algorithm is the building block of the large independent algorithm for planar graphs which we present at the end of this section. Similar ideas were used in the PRAM algorithms for solving these problems [61.
The basic idea of the .6. + 1 coloring algorithm is as follows. First, we partition the edge set E of G = (V,E) into J( (for some J( ::; 6.) subsets E 1 , ••• ,EK such that for each i (1 ::; i ::; [(), the subgraph of G induced by Ei is a forest. We start the coloring process by considering the graph with vertex set V and empty edge set. Since this graph has no edges, all vertices can be colored by using the same color. The algorithm then performs a [(-stage loop. At stage i (i = [(, ... ,1), we bring the edge set Ej back into the graph. The colors of the vertices are adjusted so that we still have a valid coloring of the current graph. The fact that the subgraph induced by Ej is a forest makes the color adjustment easy. After the [(-th iteration, all edges of G have been brought back and we have generated a valid coloring of the original graph G. In the following algorithm, let {I, 2, ... ,6. +I} denote the set of the colors.
Algorithm 2: 6. +1 coloring Input: A bounded degree graph G = (V, E) with maximum degree .6..
Output: A .6. + 1 coloring of G.
(1) Set i = 1 and repeat:
Find a spanning forest Fj of G. Let Ej be the edge set of Fi.
Comment: Each time the loop is executed, the degree of any non·isolated vertex is reduced by at least 1. So, the loop is executed at most I(~6. tImes. After J( executions, E becomes empty. Hence, the original set of edges has been partitioned into I( subsets Ej (1~i:$ J() with each E; being a forest.
(
Comment: Color each vertex 11 E V by the same color 1. Since E is empty now, this is a valid initial coloring.
(3) For i = J( down to 1 do:
(3.1) For each tree T in the forest Fi in parallel do:
Fix a Toot vertex r. Calculate the distance from each vertex v to T in T. If the distance js even, assign 11 a color 1. If the distance is odd, assign 11 a color 2.
This gives a 2-coloring of Fi. Let C/(11) denote the color of v obtained this way. )). This represents a valid coloring of the current graph G using 2(.6. + 1) colors. Step (3.3) finds a 6. + 1 coloring for the current G by eliminating the colors {(j,2)1I.s; j.s; 6. +1}. For each vertex v colored by (j,2) (1.s; j.s; 6. + 1), v is recolored with a color from {1, ... ,.6. +1} that is not used by its neighbors in the current G. Since v has at most .6. neighbors in the current G, we can always find a free color for v. Since the vertices with the same color are independent, they can be recolored in parallel.
After a 6. +1 coloring of a bounded degree graph G is found, the following algorithm finds an MIS for G.
Algorithm 3: MIS for bounded degree graphs
Input: A graph G = (V, E) with maximum degree .6., and a.6. +1 coloring of G.
Output: An MIS I of G.
(1) 1~0.
(2) For i = 1 to .6. + 1 do: UN(V') ).
(3) Output I.
(4) End (Algorithm 3)
Observe that, if G = (V, E) is a graph with maxlmum degree .6., then any MIS of G contains at least IVI/(Ll + 1) vertices. For bounded degree graphs, .6. is independent of N = IVI. and thus an MIS contains at least a fixed fraction of the vertices in G.
We now discuss the implementation of these algorithms on a mesh. We assume the most general form of graph input for the mesh; namely that the edges of G aTe distributed arbitrarily with one edge per processor. Associative read and write operations that simulate the concurrent read and write capabilities of a PRAM can be performed in 0(M 1 / 2 ) time on a mesh of size M (11] . These algorithms are based on optimal mesh sorting algorithms which also require 0(M 1 / 2 ) time in the worst case. Finally, a number of tree-based algorithms can also be performed in optimal 0(M 1 / 2 ) time on the mesh [2, 19]. These algorithms include determining a spanning forest, orienting the spanning forest, computing generalized ancestor and descendant functions.
Since.6. is a constant, each step of Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 has an O(M 1 / 2 ) running time. This gives the following. Theorem 3 Given the M edges of a bounded degree graph G arbitrarily distributed one per processor on a mesh of size M, an MIS ofG can be determined in 0(M 1 / 2 ) time. 0 We now turn to the algorithm for finding a large independent set of a planar graph. Let G = (V,E) be a planar graph with N vertices and M edges. Since G is planar, we have M~3N [3] . We sayan independent set I of G is a c-large independent set if • III~cN, for some constant c > 0, and Since the maximum degree of G] is 6, we can find a maximal independent set, call it I, of G 1 by using Algorithm 3. Clearly, I is an independent set of G and each vertex v E I has degree at most 6. Sinre I~I;:' NI6 and III;:, 1V11/7, we have III;:, N142.
Determining those vertices with degree less than or equal to 6 can be done by a constant number of sorting and prefix operations. Applying Algorithm 3 to the resulting subgraph allows us to state the following result. Theorem 4 Given the M edges of a planar graph G arbitrarily distributed one edge per processor on a mesh of size M, a 1/42-large independent set of G can be determined in optimal 0(M 1 / 2 ) time. 0
Graph-Based Gray-Scale Component Labeling Algorithm
In this section, we present our second mesh algorithm for labeling a gray-scale digitized pic-tU1'e. Two major d1fferences between this algorithm and the divide-and-conquer algorithm presented in Section 2 are that in this algorithm (i) the components are labeled by working with a graph representation of the image and not the image itself, and (ii) new components are formed by taking into account properties and characteristics of the components other than the validity of the resulting new range. First, we give an overview of the algorithm.
The first step of the algorithm generates a planar graph Go = (V o , Eo). Each vertex in V o represents a non-zero (i.e., a non-background) pixel of the gray-scale d1gitized image D. Two vertices x and y aTe defined to be adjacent in Go if and only if the pixels that they represent have the same gray-scale value and are a-adjacent in D. We next compute the connected components of graph Go in 0(n) time. This can be done by using either the algorithm in [17] , which assumes that the edges of an undirected graph are arbitrarily distributed with one edge per mesh processor, or by a modification of the image-based component labeling algorithm given in [12] .
The connected components are determined over a sequence of D(1og n) stages, with each stage working with a planar graph and using a 1/42-large independent set of this graph to guide decisions on which components to merge. Let Gi = (Vi, Ei) be the graph at the beginning of the ith stage, i :;::: 1. At any time a vertex 11 The first step of stage i is to find a 1/42-large independent set I of Gj using the algorithm associated with Theorem 4. During the processing of stage i, one of the following will occur for each vertex v E I.
1. 11 will be merged with a compatible neighbor.
2. It will be determined that 11 is a maximal vertex (i.e., C v is a maxlmal valid component), and 11 will be deleted from Gj.
Therefore, at the conclusion of stage i, all vertices in I will have been removed from Gj.
Since III~4t21ViI, we have reduced the number of vertices in G; by a fixed fraction. Hence, in O(log n) stages, the graph under consideration becomes empty and a set of maximal valid components is found. During stage i, there are two steps in which we have a certain amount of freedom in how new components are formed from existing ones. Before giving a more complete description of the algorithm, we describe different criteria and heuristic approaches for selecting components to be merged. Let 
Maximize the overlap between smallest enclosing rectangles.
Select vertex VII so that the overlap between the rectangle associated with component Cv. and the rectangle associated with component C v is of maximum size. Observe that the rectangles of two adjacent vertices can be disjoInt. In such a case the rectangles are adjacent and the amount of adjacency can be used as the quantity to be maximized.
Since the main focus of this paper is on the design of efficient mesh algorithms for the gray-scale labeling problem, we do not discuss the situations under which and for what images each one of the above selection criteria is most appropriate. In fact, a combination of selection criteria may actually be desirable. For example, it may be desirable to use the criteria for minimizing the change in range, though when many vertices result in a very similar range change, one might use another criteria in order to distinguish which merger might be most desirable. When in our algorithm a vertex v needs to select a vertex V s among its neighbors, we use the term "v selects V s using specified selection rules," implying that appropriate selection rules have been specified.
During stage i, a vertex v may be required to make a somewhat different selection among its neighbors V1, V2, •.• , Vk. Assume, as above, that merging component C'lI and with any component C'lIi results in a valid component. We now need to determine a set T ' , (1) Construct the planar graph Gt, as described. Denote it by G = (V,E).
(2) P = 0.
(3) While V is not empty Do:
(3.1) Find a 1/42-large independent set I of G. Since every v E I has at most 6 neighbors, after the G-th iteration of the Do loop, v is either deleted from G or merged with a compatible neighbor.
Therefore, each iteration of the While loop (step 3) will remove all vertices in I and hence reduce the size of G by a factor of 41/42. Thus after at most IOg42/41 n 2 iterations of the loop, G becomes empty and a maximal valid partition P is known.
We now discuss some of the implementation details of this algorithm. During stage i, every (undirected) edge of G which connects vertex 'U with vertex v will be represented twice, once with 'U as the key, denoted as (u, v), and once with v as the key, denoted as (v,u) . Notice that this may require a mesh of size M to emulate a mesh of size 2M, which is a standard technique [11] when dealing with data sets that are a constant size larger than the number of available processors. Using such a virtual machine effects the constants of proportionality, but not the asymptotic running times of the algorithms. These (keyed) edges are stored one edge per processor in the smallest possible square submesh containing processor PO,D. Suppose processor p is responsible for the (keyed) edge (u,v).
Then processor p will contain • vertex u in the key field, with other fields that include
• other entries needed during the component selection process.
Step (3.1) is accomplished by using the algorithm described in Theorem 4 to find a 1/42-large independent set I of G;. The details of steps 3.2(a) and (b) are straightforward and are omitted. We describe two solutions for step 3.2(c). The first one determines a set T' of maximum cardinality that, among all sets of maximum cardinality, minimizes the change in the new range (with respect to the original range of vertex x). Its O(n) running time makes use of the assumption that the gray-scale value of a pixel is bounded by 9 with g:::; clogn. The second solution determines a maximal set and its O(n) running time holds even for unbounded gray-scale values.
Our solution for determining a set T' of maximum cardinality first sorts the edges of every star S of H into snake-like order according to the left endpoint of the range (Le., the at/s) associated with every edge (ti'x), 1:::; j:::; k.
• For edges (ti, x), (ti+l, x), ... , (ti+l, x) of S with identical left and right endpoints (i.e., at p = atp+l and b tp = b!p+l with j :::; p < j +l) we record only one entry, together with a frequency count indicating how many components have this range. After duplicate ranges are removed, we compress the remaining edges of S into contiguous locations.
• Every edge with CLt. [4, 12] t, [4, 9] t 6 t. [7, 10] [ 1, 7] t 7 [6, 13] For the star graph shown in Figure 3 the scan initiated at edge (t 2 ,x) with 1 as the left range and it includes altogether five edges, namely, (t 2 , x), (t s , x), (t 3 , x), (tl,X), and (ts, x). The resulting new component has a range of [1, 10] and it maximizes the number of components that can be merged with C;ro The O(n) time bound is shown as follows. During a scan, either the right or the left endpoint of the range associated with an entry increases by at least one. Thus, a scan visits at most (2 entries. Since, by assumption, E = O(logn), each scan terminates in O(log2 n) time. All other steps (i.e., sorting, compressing, selecting the maximum) can easily be completed in O(n) time.
Our second solution for finding a set T' does not make any assumption about the grayscale values. It generates a set T' that is maximal and it uses specified selection rules to break ties. The first step is again a sort: the edges of every star S of H are sorted into snake-like order by the vertices not in the independent set I. For any star graph S with center x, the edges (x, t 1 ), ... , (x, tk) are then in contiguous locations. • All ti E T with ranges in [a,b] are in T I • At the conclusion of stage i, we record that vertices of T I did get merged and we determine the new maximal vertices. The information needed for stage i + 1 is then compressed into a smaller square submesh. As already stated, the number of vertices, and hence the number of edges, is reduced by at least a factor of 41/42. This data compression is a well-known mesh technique for algorithms which continually eliminate a fixed fraction of the data. The reader may wish to refer to (11] , and the references contained therein, for other examples of such algorithms. The information about which vertices are merged and which are maximal is kept in the submesh used during stage i, but outside the submesh for stage i + 1. This information is needed during the back-propagation step that is initiated after step (2) of the algorithm is completed. The task ofthe back-propagation is the actual assignment oflabels to the pixels of picture D. Every stage i can be performed on a mesh with a fixed number of fundamental data movement operations, such as sorting, random access read, broadcasting within ordered intervals, and parallel prefix within ordered intervals. As stated previously, given a mesh of size n 2 , these operations can all be performed in O(n) time. Therefore, the running time of the algorithm obeys the recurrence T(n) S;; T(:~n) + 0(n), which is 0(n).
Theorem 5 Given an n X n digitized gray-scale image stored one pixel per processor in a mesh of size n 2 , the gray-scale component labeling problem can be solved in optimaI0(n) time. 0 mal property. Using this definition, we have presented two asymptotically optimal mesh algorithms for the component labeling problem. The first algorithm has advantages that include simplicity and the potential for a straightforward implementation. However, it has the drawback that neighboring pixels with the same label can be assigned distinct components. The second algorithm overcomes this problem and, in addition, allows that properties and characteristics of components aTe incorporated into the process of deciding which components to merge. This algorithm works with a graph representation of the image exploits a maximal independent set algorithm we develop for bounded degree graphs. Our MIS algorithm can also be used to solve the MIS problem and the 5-coloring problem for planar graphs. While these two problems are not related to the gray-scale component problem, their mesh solutions are of algorithmic interest. The MIS problem has emerged as a useful tool for solving other planar graph problems (e.g., 5-coloring, edge-coloring, straight-line embeddings) and the 5-coloring problem is a well-known problem in graph theory. We present these algorithms in the appendices.
Throughout we considered the problem of generating maximallabelings. Another version of the gray-scale labeling problem is to generate components so that each component is connected and valid and the total number of components is a minimum. It is not hard to generate gray-scale images for which our algorithms can produce solutions containing O(n 2 ) connected components, whereas it is possible to label the pixels so that only O(n) components are generated. As is the case for maximallabelings, partitioning into a minimum number of components does not necessarily generate unique labelings. An interesting open problem is that of proving whether or not the problem of determining the minimum number of connected and valid components is NP-hard.
A MIS for Planar Graphs
In this section I we present an optimal mesh algorithm for constructing a maximal independent set of a planar graph G = (V, E), IVI = n, lEI = m. The algorithm does not require a planar embedding as input. It is well known that m ::; 3n for planar graphs [3] . Tills implies the average degree of vertices in G is at most 6.
Algorithm 5: MIS for Planar Graphs Input: A planar graph. G = (V, E). Output: An MIS of G.
(1) I~0.
(2) Repeat:
(2.1) Let V' be the set of vertices of G with degree :s; 6. Let G' be the subgraph of G induced by V'.
Comment: Since the average degree of the vertices in G is at most 6, we have shown in section 3 that IV'I~1V1/6. Also note that the maximum degree of G' is no more than 6. (2.2) Find a maximal independent set I' in G' by using Algorithm 3. Until V = 0.
(4) End (Algorithm 5)
Note that at step (2.4) all vertices in V' (and possibly some vertices not in V') are removed from V. Thus after each execution of the repeat looPl the size of the resulting graph is at most 5/6 of the size of the previous graph. Therefore, the repeat loop 1s executed D(log n) times.
Notice that if this algorithm were implemented in a straightforward fashion on a mesh of size 1n, the algorithm would run in O(m 1 / 2 1ogn) time. In order to reduce the running time of the algorithm, a compression step is used at the end of every iteration. This step compresses the O(k) pieces of information needed for the next iteration into the northwest submesh of size k. If the information is currently in a submesh of size J( 1 then a 0{I(1/2) time sort-based operation can perform the compression [11] . Further, in order to avoid an overaccumulation of data in any processor, all of the information not needed for the next iteration is moved so that it remains inside the current submesh of size J(, but outside of the submesh of size k. Again, sort-based operations can perform this operation in 0(1(1/2) time.
Therefore, the running time of the algorithm is given by T(m) ::; T(5mj6) +0(m l / 2 ), which is 0(m 1 / 2 ). Theorem 6 Given a planar graph G = (V, E) such that the m edges of G are arbitrarily distributed one edge per processor on a mesh of size m, an MIS of G can be determined in optimal0(m 1 / 2 ) time. 0
B 5-Coloring of Planar Graphs
The sequential and parallel complexity of 5-coloring planar graphs have been well studied. An O(1og log'" n) time O(nj log log'" n) processor PRAM algorithm for 5-coloring planar graphs is given in [7] which is based on the linear time sequential algorithm in (4] . We show that this algorithm can be adapted to a mesh computer to yield an optimal mesh algorithm. It should be noted that although the graph must be planar, the algorithm does not require a planar embedding as input.
Let G = (V,E), IVI = n, lEI = m, be a planar graph. Define a vertex v E V to be a (1) deg(w)S4.
(2) deg(w) = 5, and w has at most one large vertex as its neighbor. For two non·adjacent vertices u, v E V, the identification of u and v is an operation which replaces u, v and their incident edges by a new vertex z adjacent to exactly those vertices in V -{u, v} that were adjacent to either u or v (or both) in the original graph. Identification of three pairwise non-adjacent vertices is defined analogously.
Definition: A reduction centered at a reducible vertex w is defined as follows:
(1) deg(w) S 4: delete w from G.
(2) deg('111) = 5: delete w from G, and identify two small non-adjacent vertices x, Y E N(w).
Comment: the lllaximum degree of G 4 is bounded by a constant.
(6) Find a maximal independent set I in G 4 by using Algorithm 3.
Comment: Since G 4 is a bounded degree graph, I contains at least a fixed fraction of the vertices in G 4 (by the remark following the Algorithm 3). Since the vertex set A of G 4 satisfies IAI~n/196, III~en for some fixed constant 0 < e < 1. Comment: the size of G 1 is at most e'n for a fixed constant e l = 1e < 1 as mentioned in the comment for Step (6) . Also note that since a reducible vertex has degree at most 6, and the vertices to be identified have degree at most 11, the reduction centered at a reducible vertex can be done in constant time. (8) Recursively find a 5-coloring of G' (9) Undo the reductions performed in step (7) , and color the vertices in I.
(10) End (Algorithm 6)
On a mesh, finding a reducible set of vertices is accomplished by a sort-based operation to group together all edges associated with each vertex. Findlng the set S of small vertices is done by a prefix operation within ordered intervals (edges corresponding to each vertex) to tally the number of edges per vertex. Squaring a bounded degree graph can be accompllshed by an associative read and interval broadcast operation so that each vertex determines all vertices that can be reached with exactly 2 edges. Since the size of G 1 is at most a fixed fraction of G, the recursion depth of the algorithm is O(logn). As with the Algorithm 5, care must be taken to compress the data for the start of each recursive step into a submesh of the appropriate size (leaving unnecessary data outside of this new submesh). Since sortbased operations and interval operations can be done in 0(m 1 / 2 ) time on a mesh of size m, the running time of the algorithm is given by the recurrence T( m) ::; T(cm) + 0(m 1 / 2 ), c < 1 a constant, which is 0(m 1 / 2 ). Theorem 7 Given a planar graph G = (V, E) distributed arbitrarily one edge per processor on a mesh of size m, a 5-coloring of G can be determined in optimal 0{m l / 2 ) time. 0
